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bstract. Semantics of parameterized specifications and parameter passing may be expressed, at 
the model level, by means of free constructions and, at the specification level, by means of 
pushouts. Passing compatibility establishes the equivalence of the two semantics. In this paper, 
we prove that passing compatibility is almost equivalent o persistency. That is, it is proved that, 
except for a trivial non-interesting case (‘trivial inconsistency’), passing compatibility is equivalent 
to persistency. This is done both for standard and parameterized parameter passing. Moreover, 
a stronger form of the Extension Ltmvna is obtained. 
Introduction 
Parameterized atatypes or program modules have been a step forward on the 
way of providing more powerful abstract constructs for software design. 
From a theoretical (algebraic) point of view, parameterized data types were 
introduced in [2,3,4,15]. In [ 151 semantics of parameterizations were defined at 
the model level by means of free functors, while [3,4] worked at the specification 
level by means of pushouts. Later, the two approaches were combined in [7,8]. 
In [I51 (strong) persistency was established as the condition of correctness for 
parameterized atatypes. Intuitively, it meant the protection of the actual parameters 
after applying the parameterization. Later, in [lo], persistency was characterized 
proof-theoretically in terms of consistency and sufficient completeness properties. 
As a consequence of the unified (model/specification) view, in [8] correctness of 
parameterized specifications was established in terms of two conditions concerning 
parameter passing: actual parameter protection (essentially, a restatement of per- 
sistency) and passing compatibility, a property that guarantees the compatibility of 
the two semantic constructs (free functors and pushouts) used to define parameter 
passing. 
Actual parameter protection or persistency, has sometimes been considere 
too strong a correctness condition for para eterizations since, i 
non-sufficiently complete parameterizations eeme e of irWXGS”r; for instance, 
ealing with errors. 
* This work has been partially supported by the Csmisi6n Asesora de Investigation Cientifica y 
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owever, the compatibility of the two ways of handling parameter passing (at 
the specification level through pushouts, and at the model level through free 
fundors), guaranteed by the passing-compatibility condition and more explicitly 
formulated in the so-called Extension Lemma [$I, should be considered in any case, 
due to its importance when defining semantics of algebraic specification languages, 
at both the proof-theoretic and model levels. 
Up to now, the characterization of passing compatibility has 
problem. In [S] it -as proved that persistency was a sufficient condition, and also 
an example of a nonpersistent (non-sufficiently complete) specification not satisfy- 
ing passing compatibility was given; but the question of whether persistency would 
be equivalent or strictly stronger than passing compatibility was left unanswered. 
In this paper, we shall show (both for the standard and for the parameterized 
parameter passing cases) that a parameterized specification satisfies passing compati- 
bility for all parameters iff it is persistent or trivially inconsistent. This means that 
passing compatibility is almost the same as persistency since trivial inconsistency 
is absolutely useless. In particular, it will be proved that sufficient completeness is 
a necessary condition for passing compatibility. Moreover, the main result is (in 
some sense) a stronger version of the so-called Extension Lemma. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 1 we shall present the 
basic definitions concerning parameterizations and some basic results from [S, lo]; 
in Section 2 passing compatibility is characterized for standard parameter passing; 
in Section 3 the characterization is given for pararneterized parameter passing; 
finally, in Section 4 we shall propose some conclusions. 
A first and shorter version of this paper (containing only results with respect to 
standard parameter passing) was presented in [I3]. 
. Br-diminaries 
Familiarity with the usual notions concerning (parameterized) algebraic 
specifications is assumed (for detail, see 19)). Also, some knowledge of elementary 
category theory is required (see, for example, [ 11). 
A specification SP is a triple (S, 2; E), where S is the set of sorts or data domain 
names, C is the signature, i.e., an indexed family of sets of operation symbols, 
c = Ku JWEs* SIZS, and E is a set of equations. 
A ZiIgebra’ A consists of a family of sets (carriers or data domains) (A,},, S, and 
a family of operations CA : ASI x l l l x A,, + A,, for every a in &i . . . Sn,S. A c- 
homomorphism h : A + B, where A and B are C-algebras is a family of functions 
{h, 1 A, + BS}SES which commute with the operations. 
Z-algebras togeth<r with their homomorphisms form the category Algx, having 
as initial object (up to isomorphism) the term algebra TX. 
) stands for the algebra of terms ariables in X, i.e., the free Z-algebra 
generated by Given an assignment 4 : , there is a unique Z-homomorphism 
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E iff it satisfies every equation i
satisfying E is called an SP-alg 
form the category Algsp with initial 
congruence generated by E. 
their homomorphisms 
Along this paper, initial algebra semantics will be considere , i.e., the datatype 
specified by SP will be Tsf. 
Given a specification SP = ( Sp Z, E), a co &nation of SP and 
denoted SP+SPO, is defined: 
sP+sPO=(s+so,Z+,r ) 9 
where + denotes disjoint union. Note that SPO does not need to be a specification 
(for instance, there may be a u in x0,, with ws in ((S+ SO)+ - SO+), but SP+ S 
does. 
A specification morphism h : SPl + SP2 consists of a function hs: Sl + S2 and a 
family of functions {h,, 1 C 1 w,s + ~2hs(w),hs(s)}~eS1*,~~~~ (where h,(s 1 . . . sn) denotes 
h&I) l l l h&n)) such that h( E 1) c E2, i.e., every equation in E 1 when translated 
through h belongs to E2. Specifications together with their morphisms form the 
category C ATSP. 
Every specification morphism h : SPl + SP2 induces a functor U’ : Algs, + Algspl , 
called the forgetful functot associated with h, defined U,, (A2) = Al iff 
Vs E Sl: Al, = A2h4,,, V-=W,,: ~AI=(hw,,(fl))A,* 
Uh has a left adjoint Fh : Algspl + Alg,, , called the free functor associated to h. 
Aparameterized atatype PDTis a triple (SPl, SP2, H), where SPl = (Sl, 21, E 1 
is the parameter declaration, SP2 = SPl + (S2,22, E2) is called the target specijkatio 
and H is a functor, H : Algspl + Alg,,. (We assume H to be equipped with a natural 
family of homomorphisms IA : A + Ui( H(A)), where i is the inclusion morphism 
from SPI to SP2.) PSP is persistent (strongly persistent) iff, for every A in Algspl , 
IA is an isomorphism (the identity). 
A parameterized specijkation PSP is a pair (SPl, SP2), where SPl and SP2 are as 
in the previous definition. The semantics of PSP is considered to be the parameterized 
data type (SPl, SP2, Fi), where Fi is the free functor associated to the inclusion 
morphism. We shall say that PSP is persistent if Fi is persistent or strongly persistent. 
In [lo], it has been proved that a parameterized specification PSP is persistent 
iff the following two conditions hold: 
(1) Consistency: for every tl, t2 in T=*(X), SP2 t- = t2 implies S 
(2) Suficient completeness: for every t 1 in T ) such that th 
and of the variables occurring in it are in Sl, there is a t2 in Ts *(X) suclA that 
SP2 I- tl = t2. 
In order not to make notation too heavy, we have 
the variables occurring in equations when talking abou 
naming of variables should n alter the results of th 
e specification 1 
= (S1, Xl, El) 
j and given a specification SP3 - (S3, X3, E3), called actual para- 
meter specification, and a morphism h 1: SPl + SP2, called pa 
inn, the mechanism of parameter passing may be described b 
diagram: 
il 
SPl - SP2 
SP3 -5-9 SP4 
where il is the inclusion morphism. SP4 is called the value specijcation. More 
concretely, SP4 = SP3 + (S4, X4, E4) with 54 = S2, C4 = h2(Z2) and E4 = h2(E2); 
i2 is the inclusion morphism and lr2 is defined as follows: 
h2&s) = if s E S2 t en s else MS(s), 
h2,,( 0) = if u E 62 t en cr else h 1 &a). 
Parameter passing is said to be correct iff the following two conditions hold: 
(1) Actual parameter protection: Uiz( Tsp.,) = Tsp3; 
(2) Passing compatibility: Fil( U&( Tsp3) = U&T&). 
A parameterized specification is correct (respectively satisfies passi -6 compatibil- 
ity) if, for all possible actual parameter specifications (and parameter passing 
morphism& parameter passing is correct (respectively satisfies passing compatibil- 
ity). In [8] it has been proved that PSP is correct iff it is persistent. Moreover, for 
proving this statement it is used the following ‘extension 1emx;apa’. 
. Given a (strongly) persistent parameterized ata type PDT= 
an actual parameter specification SP3, a parameter passing morphism 
h 1 and the corrkponding pushout dfagram (as above), there is a (strongly) persistent 
sp3 + Alg,,, called extension of H 1 via (h 1, il) satisJcying, for every 
A in 43SP3, 
2 is uniquely determined by A and 
sp4 satisfying Uiz( C) = A 
1( Q,,(A)), in the following 
*(C) = S, we have H2(A) = 
is extension lemma should be considered important, not only because it is 
ighly helpful in proving several properties about parameter passing, but also 
ecause it establishes (under persistency) the equivalence of the two semantic 
outs and free functors). 
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In this section, we shall characterize passin atibility for standard 
passing. This characterization will be, at the same time (in some sense) 
version of the Extension Lemma. 
nitio A parameterized ata type PDT = (SPl, S 
for every actual parameter specification SP3, parameter p 
corresponding pushout dia 
SPl A SP2 
SP3 i2 SP4 
there is a functor H2 : Algsp, + Algs,, called extension of H 1 via ( h 1, i 1 ), satisfyin 
Uh20 H2= Hl Q U,,,. 
Moreover, if H 1 is free, then H 1 is free:v extensible iff the extensions are free. As 
usual, we shall say that a parameterized specification is (freely) extensible iff 
PDT= (SPl, SP2, F!!) is so. 
Definition 2.2. A parameterized specification PSP = (SPl, SP2) is trivially inconsistent 
iff, for all sorts s in S1, 
SP2 I- x, = Y,, 
where X, and Y, are two distinct variables of sort s. 
Lemma 2.3. If PSP satisjies passing compatibility, then PSP is suficiently complete. 
Proof. Assume that PSP = (SPl, SP2) is not sufficiently complete; then there is a 
term tl in &+p2(X), with its sort and the sort of its variables in Sl, such that 
there does not exist a term t2 in 7” *(X) with SF2 F t 1 = t2. Let var( t 1) be the set 
of variables occurring in tl and let SP3 be the specification SPl +(Sl’, 23, E3), 
where Sl’ is a copy of Sl (i.e., Sl’= (~‘1s ESl}); C3 consists of var( tl) (taken as 
constants of the appropriate sorts) plus two operations, c, : s + s’ and u, : s’+ s, for 
every s in Sl; and E3 consists of the equations u,( c,( t)) = t for every s in Sl and 
every t in TT1+13 of sort s. 
Now, let hl be the inclusion morphism h 1: SP1+ S be the corre- 
sponding value specification. Then, 
The reason is the following: F& generates ome jun 
bl, if we consider its variables as constant symbols from would be ju 
on Uh2( T&J we have generated, at least, t ouble of jun 
t of sort s generated by Fi1, we have in T lus U,(G,(t)). q 
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rem 2.4. ‘Ihe following statements are equivulent: 
(i) PSP is freely extensible. 
(ii) PSP satis$es passing compatibility. 
(iii) PSP is persistent or trivially inconsistent. 
Proof. We will prove (i)*(ii)*(iii)*(i). 
(i), (ii j: Trivial since passing compatibility is a special case of free extendibility. 
(ii)*(G): According to Lemma 2.3, if PSP satisfies passing compatibility, then 
PSP is sufficiently complete. Suppose PSP is inconsistent but not trivially incon- 
sistent. Then t ere should be terms tl, t2 (of sort sl) and t3, t4 (of sort s2) in 
&,(X) such that 
(a) SP2i- tl= t2, 
(b) SPl bc tl = t2, 
(c) sP2 v t3 = t4. 
Let V be the set of variables occurring in tl, t2, t3 and t4, and let SP3 be the 
specification SPl +(a, x3, E3). Here 23 consists of V (taken as constants of the 
appropriate sorts), plus an operation c: sl + s2, and E 3 is the pair of equations: 
c(tl*) = t3*, c( t2*) = t4*, 
where ti’ (i = 1,4) is the tezm obtained from Ii by substituting its variables by their 
associated constants in 23. 
Now, let h 1: SPl + SP3 be the inclusion morphism, and let U4 be the correspond- 
ing value specification. Then, 
The reason is the following: In Fii 0 &( TSM), tl* and t2* would be congruent 
terms and t3* and t4* would not, but in TSw, tl* and t2*, and t3* and t4” would 
be congruent terms, due to the existence of the operation cand the equations in E3. 
(iii)+(i): If PSP is persistent, hen, according to the Extension Lemma, PSP is 
freely extensible. Assume PSP is trivially inconsistent and let SPj’ (j = 1,4) be 
SPj + (&a, E), with E being the set of equations X, = Ys (where X, and Y, are 
variables of sort s), for every s in Sl . Let also il ’ and i2’ be the inclusion morphisms 
from SPl’ to SP2’ and from SP3’ to SP4’ respectively; further, let i be the inclusion 
morphism from SP3 to SP3’; and let hl’, h2’ be the morphisms from SPl’ to SP3’ 
and from SP2’ to SPIQ’, de&red as extending h1 and h2 respectively. Then we have 
the following facts: 
(1) For every A in Alg,, 9 
Fi, * Uhl(Ii) = File 0 Uhl’ * Fi(A) 
(with an appropriate choice of the free functors, otherwise they would be isomorphic). 
(2) SP2’ is persistent w.r.t. SPl’; thus, for every A in Algs,#, 
ssing compatibility for paramaterized specijications 
= uh*’ 0 F& 0 t;;( ) = Uh2 0 e2(A). 
The proofs of t e previous facts are as follows. 
(1) . . 6, ’ &a&A)= ?b+Xt(~hl( W=EI+E2+E("~,(A)), 
wlhere E ( Uhl( A)) is the set of all ground term equations atisfied by U’*(A). AIso, 
we have 
TT,+T~(UCI,(A))I~EI+E, M(Uht(A))= 7bt-1;2(~hk"4))/ 
since E is deduced from E 1 and E2 and all equations on E ( Uh,( A)) are deduced 
from E. However, 
C 1 -algebra (i.e., the one-point C 1 -algebra) since, from E, all 
congruent. 
, &I’ 0 Fi(A) is 12,. Then, 
ha 0 LJhl’ * F;:(A)= TX *+T2(1d=EI+E2+E- 
(2): SP2’ is consistent with respect to SPl’ since all C 1’.equations are deducible 
from SPl’. Also SP2’ is sufficiently complete with respect to SPl’ since all SP2’-ternrs 
of sort s E Sl are equivalent to X,, according to E. 
(3) . . 42’ 0 F,(A)= T~~+=~!PL)~"E~+E~+E+E(A) 
(since E may be deducible from E3 and E4:) 
= T'Y's+z~ ( A)/~EJ+E~+E(A)= F,2W q 
Corollary 2.5. If PSP is freely extensible, then PSP is suflciently complete. 
3, Passing compatibility and parameterized parameter passing 
The results of the previous ection were obtained for standard parameter passing, 
i.e., the actual parameter is an unparameterized specification. In this section we 
shall use the previous results to obtain the same characterization f passing compati- 
bility for parameterized parameter passing. Also, we shall give a counter-example 
showing that, in general, passing compatibility is not preserved after parameter 
passing. 
nitioa 3.1. Given parameterized specifications PSPl = (SPI, SPl’) and PSP2 = 
(SP2, SP2’), with SPl = (53, xl, El), SPl’= SPl +(Sl’, El’, El’), SP2 = 
(S2,22, E2) and SP2’ = SP2+ (S2’, X2’, E2’). Here PSP2 is calle par-?tee=d 
actual parameter specijcation. ‘I%e morphism h1: SPl + SP2, called pareSmeter passing 
is the mechanism of parameterized 
described by the following pushout diagram: 
where il and i2 are the inclusion morphisms. e parameterized specification 
(SP2, SP2”) is called the parumeterized valu 
Parameterized parameter passing is said to be correct iff the following 
( 1) parameterized parameter &rote&o : U,jzp o &‘* iz s=: 6,; 
(2) parameterized passing compatibility: Fi, 0 U’ 1 Q F& = Uh2 * Fi2 o i2- 
A parameterized specification iscorrect with respect o parameterized parameter 
passing (respectively satisfies parameterized passing compatibility) if for all possible 
parameterized actual parameter specifications (and parameter passing morphisms) 
parameterized parameter passing is correct (respectively satisfies parameterized 
passing compatibility). Again, in [8] it has been proved that PSP is correct i 
persistent. 
eopem 3.3. 
ity. 
f. (a): 
m 
PSP is freely extensible iff PSP satisfies parameterized passing compati- 
If PSP is freely extensible, then & 0 U’, = Uh2 0 &; hence, 
(e): If PSP is not freely extendible, then, according to Theorem 2.4, PSP does 
not satiCy passing compatibility; hence, PSP does not satisfy parameterized passing 
compatibility since parametetized passing compatibility trivially implies passing 
compatibility. q 
. PSP satisjes porameterized passing compatibility if PSP is persistent 
or trivially inconsistent. 
Parameterized passing compatibility is not preserved under parameter passing, 
that is, if PSPl = (SPl, SPl’) and PSP2 = (SP2, SP2’) satisfy parameterized passing 
compatibility and h : PI+ SP2’ is a parameter passing morphism, then the par-a- 
meterized value specification (SP2, SP2”) does not necessarily satisfy parameterized 
passin mpatibility. Let us consider a counter-example: 
Let I.= (SPI, SPS) and PSP2 = (SP2, SP2’) be: 
arameter passing mo 
specification (SP2, SP2”) then is 
(SP2, SP2”) does not satisfy parrmeterized 
persistent nor trivially inconsistent. 
compatibility sine: 
If we want to be sure that the paramete~~~d value specie satis~~s param~tera 
ized passing compatibility after using som as actual paramet 
for a specification PSPl, we should ask to be persistent singe 
persistency is preserved under parameterized paramet 
. Conclusion 
The results obtained in this paper may be considered quite disappointin 
original aim was to find under which conditions nonpersistent (and, especially, 
non-sufficiently complete) parameterizations could satisfy passing compatibility in 
order to see if certain forms of error handling (which suppose a violation of th,- 
condition of ‘actual parameter protection’), when being parameterized, could have 
compatible proof-theoretic/model semantics. 
The results precisely show that sufficient completeness is a necessary condition 
for passing compatibility. Moreover, it is proved that this condition is almost 
equivalent to persistency. Hence, this would show, at least from a theoretical point 
of view, the inadequacy of these forms of error handling. 
An interesting generalization of these results, which we are almost sure it is 
possible to obtain, would be studying the case of parameterized specifications with 
requirements [S]. But a straightforward generalization of proofs would not work 
since all results presented here have been obtained using Ganzinger’s proof-theoretic 
characterization of persistency, which is not valid when dealing with requirements. 
The first version of this paper was written during a stay in Nancy on leave from 
arcelona’s Facultat d’Inform$tica. Followin versions were written in 
The author would like to thank both centres for t e facilities provided. 
Part of the proof of the main result was inspired by a counter-example from U. 
Lipeck to be found in [4]. 
The author would also like to thank l Ehrig for some talks and enco t. 
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